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AUSTIN ENERGY 2016 RATE REVIEW 

AUSTIN ENERGY'S TARIFF PACKAGE § 
UPDATE OF THE 2009 COST OF § 
SERVICE STUDY AND PROPOSAL TO § 
CHANGE BASE ELECTRIC RATES § 

BEFORE THE CITY OF AUSTIN 
IMPARTIAL HEARING EXAMINER 

NXP Semiconductors and Samsung Austin Semiconductor, LLCs' Second Request for 
Information to the Independent Consumer Advocate 

COMES NOW NXP Semiconductor, Inc. (''NXP'') and Samsung Austin Semiconductor, 

LLC ("'Samsung") (collectively, ··customers"). each on its own behalf. by and through its 

attorneys of record, and requests that the Independent Consumer Advocate ("ICA'' or ·'you"') 

provide information and answer the attached questions under oath pursuant to Procedural Rule § 

7.3 and the Revised Procedural Schedule (March 10. 20 16). It is further requested that the 

questions be answered in the order in which they are asked with as much detail so as to fully 

present all of the relevant tacts. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Please answer the attached questions on separate pages and copy the question 

immediately above the answer to each question. Following each answer, please identify the 

\vitness or witnesses or other individual(s) who will sponsor each of your answers at the hearing. 

These questions are in nature and. should there be a change in circumstances which 

or your answers. m case. or each 

to to secure as 



completely as you can and to speci:f) the portions which you are unable to ans-vver in such 

request. In addition to specifying those portions. you are to state with regard to each portion: 

!. The fact on which you base the contention that you are unable to answer that portion; 

' The knowledge, information, and belief you have concerning that portion; and 

3. The acts done and inquiries made by you in attempting to answer such request. 

The singular includes the plural and the plural includes the singular. 

Masculine, feminine. or neuter pronouns do not exclude the other genders. 

The words ·'document" and "documents'' have the broadest meaning that can be ascribed 

to them pursuant to the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. Among other things. the \Vords 

.. document'' and .. documents .. mean the nnal form and all drafts and revisions of any kind of 

written or graphic mater. original or reproduced copy, however produced or reproduced, of any 

kind and of every kind, and all copies there from which are different in any \vay from the 

original regat~less of whether designated ·'conndential.'' '·privileged:· or otherwise restricted. 

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the \Vords ·'document"' and .. documents'' also 

include information stored or maintained on, or which could be reproduced from. film. 

microfilm. computer printout, disk or diskette. magnetic tape. cassette, phonographic disc. 

videotape or similar means. 

to 

scope. 

The words .. and'' and 

within each 

shall be construed conjunctively or disjunctively as necessary 

as 



The words ·'identifY' and ·'identification,'' when used in reference to a person other than 

a natural person, mean to set forth its: 

( l) full name or title; 

(2) nature or organization. including the state under which the same was organized or 

incorporated; 

(3) address and telephone number (with area code prefix): and 

(4) principal line ofbusiness. 

If any of the foregoing information is not available. state any other available means of 

identifying such person. 

The words ''identifY .. and .. describe,'' when used in reference to a fact, mean to state not 

only the fact itself. but also: 

( 1) its date, time and place 

(2) the name, address and telephone number of each person with knowledge of the tact: 

(3) whether the act is supported by an oral communication, a document, or other event: 

and 

(4) any other evidence which supports such fact. 

The \Vords '·identify'' and "identification." when used in reference to a document mean to 

state: 

( 



If any of the foregoing information is not available, state any other available means of 

identifying such document. If a document is one of a series of pages contained in a book, 

pamphlet, binder. folder, microfilm (or other storage device), include in your identification of 

such document(s) any available numerical reference (or other aid) to the pages and line or other 

portion thereof at which the information referred to can be found. A true and correct copy of any 

document may be produced and filed with your Answers hereto in lieu ofthe above information. 

mean: 

The words .. identify'' and "describe," when used with respect to an oral communication 

( l) to state the substance of each such oral communication; 

(2) to state the exact words used by each person participating in the oral 

communication; 

(3) to identify each speaker; 

( 4) to identify each person present at the making or reception of such oral 

communication: 

(5) to specify the date, time and place of each oral communication; 

(6) to identify each person repeating such oral communication; 

(7) to identify every document which records, memorializes, or relates to all or part 

of such communication; and 

to 

If 



Respectfully submitted, 

By: ------------------------------
].Christopher Hughes 
State Bar No. 00792594 
Maria C. F aconti 
State Bar No. 24078487 
HUSCH BLACKWELL, LLP 
111 Congress Avenue, Suite 1400 
Austin, Texas 78701 
Phone: ( 512) 4 72-5456 
Fax: (512) 481-1101 

ATTORl~EYS FOR NXP SEMICONDUCTORS AND 
SAMSUNG AUSTIN SEMICONDUCTOR, LLC 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that a true and correct copy ofthis pleading has been forwarded by fax, U.S. first 
class mail, hand-delivery, or by courier service to the Independent Consumer Advocate and filed 

the City Clerk on the day ofMay, 2016. 



NXP Semiconductors and Samsung Austin Semiconductor, LLC Second Request for 
Information to the Independent Consumer Advocate 

2-l. On page 66, line 12, \fr. Johnson states '·[m]eter reading expense obviously is associated 
with meter investment... Please provide any and all materials, workpapers. studies. 
documents. and references Mr. Johnson relied upon to make this statement. 


